The Turkish Baths in Elbasan: Architecture, Geometry and Wellbeing Abstract. The two Turkish baths in Elbasan have been object of a remarkable survey as part of a vast international research. The original system of the two public baths dates back to the mid-sixteenth century. In the Albanian typology of the hammam, the various environments of increasing temperatures are located along a longitudinal axis ending in the cistern area where the boiler is located. The Albanian baths reveal their Ottoman roots in the complex concept of the vaulted structures. Different types of vaults in a same space are placed side by side in order to realize more complex compositions; the inner surfaces of the vaults are embellished by elaborate decorations that resemble stalactites. The complexity of the plan and the decorations reveal a rigorous geometric pattern that dominates the space and underlies its composition. All seems the product of a centuries-old wisdom where each element contributes to a complex system aimed at comfort and pleasure of the human being.
The architecture of hammam in the Islamic tradition
The tradition of the bath -hammam -was born and spread throughout Islamic society from the seventh century on, and performed a fundamental role up to the first half of the twentieth century. In addition to reasons linked to the care and cleansing of the body, the hammam, generally connected to mosques, represented the place where the user could complete the rites of purification imposed by the Islamic religion several times a day before prayer. The intimate pairing of the spheres of religion and comfort, and its availability to various levels of society, was determinant -in various regional forms -for the capillary diffusion of these structures in all Islam, so that some Moslems became true interpreters and successors of Roman and Byzantine thermal traditions.
A new interpretation of the Roman model is found in all the public baths in Islam. If they preserve in substance the systems of heating by hypocaust and by water adduction, the functional configuration of the environments appears to be substantially new. While the classical typology is organized along a spatial sequence formed by apodyterium (dressing room), frigidarium with swimming pool (natatio), tepidarium, calidarium and laconicum (steam bath), in the Islamic baths there is no frigidarium and swimming pool.
1 The apodyterium -the Turkish cemekân, the entry where the users could undress and relax after a thermal treatment -assumes a great symbolic importance.
The cemekân, which is generally square in shape and covered by a dome, is equipped on four sides by lofts, with benches and niches to guarantee guests' privacies. The entire environment is oriented around a fountain set almost exactly in the centre in order to preserve the centrality of the compositional genesis of the space.
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The so÷ukluk, the medium-temperature room, allowed the user to gradually get used to the rise in temperature during the passage from the unheated entry to the heated rooms. Directly connected with the latrines and the washrooms, it also functioned as a dressing room during the winter.
The calidarium, called sicaklik, 3 constituted the true heart of the entire spa. The smaller rooms for the steam bath -the maghtas, where temperature could exceed 40°C -are located over it. In several other models, the gobektasi -the "stone umbilicus" -is located at the centre of the sicaklik; this is a generally octagonal-shaped platform where the guests could lie down to relax or for a massage and shave.
The arrangement of the space mainly conforms to two general types of systems. In the first, typical of the hammam of the lower Western Mediterranean, the rooms are distributed along an axis that extends from the unheated entry through the rooms where the temperatures gradually increase and finishes with a cistern and boiler room. 4 In the second type, mostly developed on the Eastern Mediterranean, the distribution of spaces is less rigid, with polycentric models in which other rooms branch off from the central nucleus of the sicaklik which is surrounded by small exedrae.
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Although the types of hammam may differ according to the various regional traditions, they inevitably reflect purely technical rules of distribution, placing the higher-temperature rooms in direct contact with the technical rooms for the cistern and the boiler.
The Turkish baths at Elbasan
The city of Elbasan is situated in the Shkumbin river valley in central Albania. It was built on the remains of the ancient city of Skampa, a fortified centre founded in the first century B.C. on the Via Egnatia, the road which was the natural extension of the Appian Way and connected the harbour of Durazzo to the city of Byzantium. The historical city centre (Kala) makes the military origin of the location evident ( fig. 1 ). In fact, the road system and the defensive perimeter of the ancient Roman fortress are preserved substantially in their original form today. An important commercial centre during the Ottoman domination, the city underwent significant interventions of modernization, establishing itself as a military outpost in the politics of expansion of the boundaries of the Ottoman empire towards the West. 6 The two hammam, which represent two of the last existing models in the entire nation, are outstanding among the monuments built during the Ottoman period. The two structures were the subjects of an architectural survey performed by a general group of ten civil engineering/architecture students of the University of Pisa coordinated by Roberto Castiglia, teacher of Architecture Design of the Faculty of Engineering. 7 The surveys of the two baths, together with other monuments of the city of Elbasan, are part of the MIUR 2006-2007 research project entitled "Pilot scheme for knowledge, conservation and improvement of Kala Fortress in Elbasan, Albania" coordinated by Prof. Roberto Pierini of the University of Pisa.
